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4th Meeting of Delhi Operation Coordination Committee (2022-23)- Minutes of Meeting  

 

Distribution List: 

 
DTL  1. General Manager (O&M)-I 
  2. General Manager (O&M)-II 
                        3. General Manager (P&M, DM&S)   
   4. General Manager (Planning)                           
    5. DGM (O&M) - North, East, West, South 
    6. DGM (Metering/Protection)    

7. DGM (Planning)      
SLDC  1. General Manager (SLDC)           
  2. DGM (SO)        
TPDDL  HOD (PSC &AM), Sr. Manager (PSC)        
BRPL  VP, AVP (SO)    
BYPL  VP, AVP (SO)     
NDMC  Superintending Engineer, E-1    
IPGCL  AGM (T) Opr. GTPS     
PPCL  1. AGM (T) Opr.PPS-I                                                   
                        2. AGM (T) Opr. PPS-III     
MES  AEE/M.SLDC Officer    
BBMB Sr. Executive Engineer, O&M        
DMRC GM (Traction), Sr.DGM (Traction)     
GMR(DIAL)  GM(DIAL)  
N. Railways Sr. DEE (TRD)   
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MINUTES OF 4th DELHI OCC MEETING  

Date : 18.07.2022 

Time:  11:00 AM 

Venue: Online Via Video conferencing 

O/o-GM(O&M)-I, Delhi Transco Ltd., 220  kV S/stn Park Street, New Delhi-01 

 List of participants is enclosed as Annexure-I. 

The Chairman, Delhi OCC welcomed the members/participants and congratulated them 
for successfully achieving the all time peak demand of Delhi i.e, 7695MW which came on 
29.06.2022 at 15:10:41 hrs. He thanked all members for their efforts to maintaining the 
uninterrupted power supply of Delhi network throughout the year. Further, he requested 
to start the meeting as per circulated agenda. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. Confirmation of minutes of 3rd Delhi OCC meeting (2022-23) held on dated 
 24.06.2022. 

The 3rd Delhi OCC meeting (2022-23) was held on 24.06.2022 through video conferencing in 
accordance with the agenda circulated vide letter dt: 14.06.2022. Minutes of the OCC meeting 
were issued on 29.06.2022 and was uploaded on DTL website 
(http://dtl.gov.in/content/344_1_OCC-Meeting2021.aspx).  
 

Members confirmed the Minutes of 3rd Delhi OCC meeting. 

 

2. DTL Agenda
After detailed discussion with the members, OCC approved shutdowns subject to real time 
condition & consent from respective DISCOMs. 

:-Proposed planned shutdowns of DTL for the month of August-2022. 

• All the shutdowns of general maintenance & tree trimming will be provided in a 
window available with SLDC when load is slightly low (i.e, 05:00AM to 09:00AM). 

• At PPS-III, Bawana:- During the discussion of shutdown proposed by PPS-III, 
Bawana for GT#1, all concerned DISCOMs requested to shift this shutdown in the 
second fortnight of September-2022. After deliberation, OCC approved the 
shutdown from 25.09.2022 & advised PPS-III, Bawana to put up a revise schedule of 
shutdown in the upcoming NRPC for further approval. Concerned DISCOMs shall 
also submit their consent to SLDC on mail before the upcoming NRPC meeting 
scheduled for 21.07.2022.  

• Shutdowns of 66kV bus bar at Najafgarh is deferred to September-2022. 
• Due to high demand profile during week days, the shutdowns may be shifted on 

weekends on the basis of loading. 

http://dtl.gov.in/content/344_1_OCC-Meeting2021.aspx�
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3. NDMC Agenda:-

It has been observed that NDMC is not in position to draw electric load from Park Street to 
various NDMC Feeders due to going on work of replacement of 100 MVA Tr. at Park Street 
since more than  02 months. It is well aware that the Monsoon Parliament Session is going to be 
commenced from 18th July 2022. Park Street supply is one of the main source of supply which is 
very close to the Parliament House. 

To provide regular supply to NDMC feeders & reduce the connecting 
load of other DISCOMs from Park Street during the Monsoon Parliament session. 

Main Supply

Park Street to Baird Lane ---→ Parliament House ---→ (H.V.AC)    

: Park Street to Nirman Bhawan ---→ Krishi Bhawan---→ Parliament House. 
(Elect. Load) 

Standby Supply:  1. I.P. Bay 2             2. I.P. Bay 16              3. 220KV HCML 

  4. G.T. Vidyut Bhawan, etc. 

It is requested that OCC may ensure for providing regular uninterrupted power supply from Park 
Street to all NDMC Feeders or make necessary arrangements for reducing the connecting load of 
other Discoms from Park Street feeders during the running of Monsoon Parliament Session. So 
that the supply of Parliament House might not be affected from NDMC Feeders. 

 

OCC deliberation

DERC has recommended to minimize the generation from Pragati, same can only be 
implemented when load from park street shifted to HCML. OCC advised NDMC to shift 
the main source of supply to Parliament from Park street to HCML as it is very close to 
Parliament and chances of fault in cable is minimum. OCC further advised NDMC to 
deliberate the issue with their management and further an agenda may be put up in the 
steering committee for shifting the main source of supply for Parliament from Park Street 
to HCML. 

:-NDMC apprised OCC that Monsoon Parliament session has started 
from 18.07.2022 & shall continue till 12.08.2022. Park Street is the main source of supply 
for Parliament and requested to ensure the regular supply. NDMC added that IP Bay-2 
cable has also become faulty in early morning on 18.07.2022 & team is tracing the fault 
location & revival date may be confirmed when its location get traced, hence it may take 
some time. After detailed deliberation, OCC informed NDMC that 100MVA Tx will be 
revived by 30.07.2022 & advised SLDC to manage the load and provide the uninterrupted 
supply to NDMC for parliament. 

OCC also advised NDMC to share the list of damaged cables to SLDC and its restoration 
schedule so that continue power supply could be maintained.  
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4. Long/recent Outage/breakdown of elements in Delhi power system.  
Members may update the latest status of following Long/Recent Outage/Breakdowns of elements 
in the Delhi Power system as under: 

S. 
no. Element’s Name Utility  Date of 

outage Status of outage as on 18.07.2022 

1. 
220KV LODHI ROAD - 33 KV 
VIDYUT BHAWAN, JLN 
STADIUM FEEDERS 

DTL 29.11.21 
AFFECTED DUE TO BOTH 33KV 
BUSES DEAD BECAUSE OF FIRE IN 
33KV GIS. Expected by 25.07.2022. 

2. 220KV PARK STREET- 
220/33KV 100MVA TX-II DTL 30.05.22 TX UNDER BREAKDOWN. Expected 

by 30.07.2022. 

3. 220KV GOPALPUR-160MVA 
TX DTL 16.06.22 TX UNDER BREAKDOWN. Expected 

by 30.07.2022. 
 

* Long Outages were not updated by the System on the SLDC websites, therefore outages pertains 
to DISCOMs are not in the list. OCC advised SLDC to address the issue and get it resolved as soon 
as possible. 

 

The meeting ended with thanks to the Chair. 

***************** 
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